


Summer Vacation Task 

Subject: Social Studies Class: 6 GROW

 Make a assignment  with pictures about evolution of man from early human to 

Homo-sapiens 

 Collect the pictures of 10 famous historians.

 The chapters given in Holiday homework will be included in exams so read the 

chapters carefully and learn . 

 Make a model of Solar System .

 Make a model of layers of Earth. 

Note:  Use the things available at home ,don’t go outside to bring things for the models or 

assignments if the things are not available at home .



                  Fill in the blanks 

1. Scientific study of archaeology begin in ____________ .

2.  A historian is a person who keeps record of ___________ .

3. Ancient Greek were used to write to letter on __________ .

4. The first people who study the history were ____________ .

5. Paper was invented in __________.

6. The earliest work of art were created about __________ years ago.

7. The Sun is made up of ______________ .

8. Air is mixture of _________.

9. The first human being known as ____________ .

10. ________ may have been the first form of wealth .

11. Pluto was discovered in _________. 

12. The visible layer of sun is called _________ .

13. The element named after Sun is ___________.

14. Is Sun rocky or gaseous? __________ .

15. The name of the  telescope used to discover the Tenth Planet is ______________. 

16. Farming begun about ___________ years ago.

17. Pottery was taught to be the ____________invention .

18. The word Geography is derived from two ___________ words  .

19. The Sun is made up of ______________ .

20. Air is mixture of _________.

21. The first human being known as ____________ .

22. ________ may have been the first form of wealth .

23. The scientific name for human is __________ . 

24. The word “Solar” is derived from the ____________ word for ____________.

25. Mercury ,Venus Earth and Mars are relatively small and made primarily of 

___________ and __________. 

26. Pluto is tilted _________ degrees on its axis .

27. The Ozone layer absorbs and scattered the _____________ radiation .

28. __________ % air is located in the Troposphere and Stratosphere.



29. The first clay pots are made in Japan in ___________ BC.

30. Homo Habilis means ___________. 

Choose the correct answer.

1. A sunburn is caused by which method of heat transfer.

a) Convection b) Radiation c) Conduction 

2. There is more water in the atmosphere than in glacier and icecaps.

a) True b) False 

3. Wind is the movement of 

a) air b) water 

4. Which planet is a Dwarf planet? 

a) Saturn b) Jupiter c) Pluto

5. How many days does it take the Earth to travel around the Sun? 

a)10 b) 30 c) 365

6. Temperature is measured with an instrument called

a) Hygrometer b) Thermometer

7. Environment means

a) Surrounding in which we live   b)  Pollution in air    c) Country in which we live  

8. Components of environment are 

     a) Biotic                          b) Physical and man made       c) Solid or liquid 

9. People wear thin clothes and love to eat ice creams in warm environment   a) True 

B) False 

10. In Kung camps cricket is a favorite game 

a) True b) False 

11. Phoenix city is located in 

a) France b) Mexico c) Central Arizona 



QUESTIONS

Read thoroughly the following chapters and answer the following questions  .

Book : Global Analysis  

Ch no 1 : Our Planet Earth

Ch no  2: The Atmosphere 

Book: Exploring The World 

Ch no 1: Learning about history 

Ch no 3:The Evolution of Man   

 Explain in details the evolution of man from Australopithecine to Homo Sapiens

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 What is Civilization?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 How ,when and where did farming start?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 Define Geography.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 What is human Geography?



_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 Differentiate between weather and climate.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 Define Atmosphere .

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 Explain why it is important to study History? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

 What was the wealth of man in ancient times ?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

  What does Atmosphere provide us? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________



  

Note : You can celebrate the Earth day at home with your parents and siblings don’t go 

out stay safe ..





 Complete this table below.


